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Statics and Dynamics with Background MathematicsCambridge University Press, 2003
On their first encounter with statics and dynamics, students often have difficulty with three particular aspects of the subject. These are (1) visualization of the physical properties involved, (2) expression of the latter in mathematical terms and (3) manipulation of the mathematics in order to solve the various problems that arise. The aim of...
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Biased: Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice That Shapes What We See, Think, and DoSpringer, 2019

	"A fascinating new book... [Dr. Jennifer Eberhardt is] a genius."—Trevor Noah, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah

	

	"Poignant....important and illuminating."—The New York Times Book Review

	

	"Groundbreaking."—Bryan Stevenson, New York Times...
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Bilingual Education and Minority Language Maintenance in China: The Role of Schools in Saving the Yi Language (Multilingual Education (31))Springer, 2019

	This book looks closely at Yi bilingual education practice in the southwest of China from an educationalist’s perspective and, in doing so, provides an insight toward our understanding of minority language maintenance and bilingual education implementation in China. The book provides an overview on the Yi people since 1949, their history,...
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Effective Teaching with Internet Technologies: Pedagogy and PracticePaul Chapman, 2007
All schools now have internet access, but the potential of internet technology as a teaching and learning tool is still far from fully realised.   This timely book helps teachers develop pedagogical skills in using the internet through a series of case studies of good practice, all of which are based on extensive classroom research.   Accessible...
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God and the Founders: Madison, Washington, and JeffersonCambridge University Press, 2009
Did the Founding Fathers intend to build a "wall of separation" between church and state? Are public Ten Commandments displays or the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance consistent with the Founders' understandings of religious freedom? In God and the Founders, Dr. Vincent Phillip Muñoz answers these questions...
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The Oxford Handbook of Participation in OrganizationsOxford University Press, 2010

	Employee participation encompasses the range of mechanisms used to involve the workforce in decisions at all levels of the organization - whether direct or indirect - conducted with employees or through their representatives. In its various guises, the topic of employee participation has been a recurring theme in industrial relations and...
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Creating a Presentation in PowerPoint: Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2004
PowerPoint is nearly ubiquitous in today's world--in business settings, of course, but in schools and universities, clubs and organizations--almost everywhere you turn. It's not a difficult tool to use, but the presentations people create in PowerPoint range widely in quality--dazzling or dull, enlivening or enervating. Now, to help users deliver...
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Biology (Cliffs AP) 2nd EditionCliffs Notes, 2001

	The Advanced Placement Program is designed to encourage students to take challenging courses in high school and receive college credit for their efforts. Many high schools offer classes especially designed for the AP program, but any course or program of study, whatever it is called, is appropriate if the content is college level. This book...
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A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2011

	The aim of this book is to teach computer programming using examples from mathematics and the natural sciences. We have chosen to use the Python programming language because it combines remarkable power with very clean, simple, and compact syntax. Python is easy to learn and very well suited for an introduction to computer programming. Python...
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Designing a Not-for-Profit Compensation SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Designing A Not-For-profit Compensation System
Until now, human resource and compensation professionals in the public/not-for-profit sector didn't have a compensation guidebook specifically for them. Unlike their for-profit counterparts, specialists in the not-for-profit sector wrestle with such questions as:      

	How is...
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PIC in Practice, Second Edition: A Project -based ApproachNewnes, 2006
'It will make practical PIC applications available to a wider, less specialised audience.. Very thoughtful, careful use of language...  Excellent selection of examples in terms of range and complexity... Given the rapidly expanding application of PICs, partiularly in education, there will be a need for books like this.'  Paul Wareing, University of...
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Emergent Practices and Material Conditions in Learning and Teaching with TechnologiesSpringer, 2019

	
		This book explores the complexities of interacting with digital technologies in the everyday flow of practices in schools, museums, and the home. In particular, the authors pay attention to the material conditions of such practices via the exploration of media discourses on information and communication technologies in the...
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